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in the wizard101 game world there
are multiple continents each with

multiple islands within each
continent. the wizard101 game has
a story mode to go along with the
events that occur every day in the
wizard101 game. the wizard101
story mode is very good and you
will be able to keep track of the

story on your own without needing
to wait for a new expansion. the
first expansion was released in
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march of 2017 and was called the
expansion pack 1. i find the best

way to get this to work on my
windows 10 pc is to use a virtual
box. you can download the free
version of virtual box for your
system from the virtual boxes

website if you need it. you should
be able to get it working fairly

easily. after you have virtual box
installed you need to download and

install the wizard101 game. the
wizard101 game can be found on

the virtual box website as well and
is only about 4.2 gigabytes which is
pretty small so it shouldnt take long

at all to download. once the
wizard101 game is installed you can
start it up and you should have the
option to install it. click install and it
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will install the wizard101 game on
your system. you will then be able

to run the wizard101 game and
start up the wizard101 story mode.

once you have started up the
wizard101 game you need to start

up the wizard101 story mode. this is
done by pressing the tab key and

then selecting the wizard101 game
and then the story mode. this

should start the wizard101 story
mode and you should be able to

play the wizard101 story mode by
pressing the esc key and then the
enter key. i hope you enjoy this

wizard101 review of the best
wizard101 private server and that

you find it useful. i have compiled a
pretty good list of the best

wizard101 servers online that you
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can check out for free. if you have
been looking for a wizard101

private server that is actually good
and actually allows you to progress
in the game then i hope that this

will help you out.
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Wizard101 Private Server

welcome to the wizard101 private
server! we are a community of

wizards who like to play together.
we have fun together and chat

together in our chatroom! we try to
help each other out with quests and
all that is needed. we have a lot of
experienced wizards and we also

have newbies! are you a wizard101
player who would like to play with a
group of other wizard101 players?
here at wizard101 discords, we are
a community of wizard101 players

who want to play the game
together! find a wizard101 discord
server for you and your friends to

play together! are you looking for a
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wizard101 group to play with? or
maybe you are looking for a group

to help you get through certain
challenges in the game? then the

w101 discords are for you! here you
can find a wizard101 group for you
to join and play! wizard101 discord

spark is a great place to meet
players who want to talk about their
favorite wizard101 game. join the

spark discord for the latest updates
on this amazing game and for

discussions about wizard101 and
other role playing games!

wizard101 discord unreal is a great
place to meet players who want to
talk about their favorite wizard101

game. join the unreal discord for the
latest updates on this amazing
game and for discussions about
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wizard101 and other role playing
games! wizard101 discord mover is
a great place to meet players who
want to talk about their favorite
wizard101 game. join the mover
discord for the latest updates on

this amazing game and for
discussions about wizard101 and

other role playing games!
wizard101 discord teenage is a

great place to meet players who
want to talk about their favorite

wizard101 game. join the teenage
discord for the latest updates on

this amazing game and for
discussions about wizard101 and

other role playing games!
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